Clinical Chemistry of Patients With Ebola in Monrovia, Liberia
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The development of point-of-care clinical chemistry analyzers has enabled the implementation of these ancillary tests in field laboratories in resource-limited outbreak areas. The Eternal Love Winning Africa (ELWA) outbreak diagnostic laboratory, established in Monrovia, Liberia, to provide Ebola virus and Plasmodium spp. diagnostics during the Ebola epidemic, implemented clinical chemistry analyzers in December 2014. Clinical chemistry testing was performed for 68 patients in triage, including 12 patients infected with Ebola virus and 18 infected with Plasmodium spp. The main distinguishing feature in clinical chemistry of Ebola virus–infected patients was the elevation in alanine aminotransferase, aspartate aminotransferase, alkaline phosphatase, and γ-glutamyltransferase levels and the decrease in calcium. The implementation of clinical chemistry is probably most helpful when the medical supportive care implemented at the Ebola treatment unit allows for correction of biochemistry derangements and on-site clinical chemistry analyzers can be used to monitor electrolyte balance.
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The availability of small, easy-to-operate point-of-care clinical chemistry analyzers has enabled the implementation of this equipment in field laboratories and patient care settings in resource-limited outbreak areas [1]. The Eternal Love Winning Africa (ELWA) outbreak diagnostic laboratory provided Ebola virus and Plasmodium spp. diagnostics in Monrovia, Liberia, from the height of the outbreak in Liberia in August 2014 until 2 weeks after the World Health Organization declared Liberia Ebola virus free for the first time in May 2015 [2, 3]. In an attempt to aid the improvement of clinical care at the ELWA3 Ebola treatment unit, clinical chemistry was implemented in the ELWA laboratory in December 2014. In addition to blood sample collection in ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid for Ebola virus and Plasmodium spp. diagnostics, a lithium-heparinized whole-blood sample was collected from patients who were entered into triage at the ELWA3 Ebola treatment unit.

Blood samples were analyzed using 2 Piccolo Xpress chemistry analyzers (Abaxis) within 1 hour of collection. To ensure safe operation, the 2 analyzers were placed in a negatively pressurized, high-efficiency particulate arrestance–filtered flexible film isolator (Coy Lab Products). Owing to problems with overheating of the systems at ambient temperatures (27°C–32°C) in Monrovia, the flexible film isolator containing the analyzers was placed in an air-conditioned space with constant temperatures of approximately 25°C during operation. For most patients, 2 test panels were performed: the BioChemistry Panel Plus (Abaxis), to measure alanine aminotransferase, albumin, alkaline phosphatase (ALP), amylase, aspartate aminotransferase, C-reactive protein (CRP), calcium (Ca2+), creatinine, γ-glutamyltransferase, glucose, total protein, blood urea nitrogen (BUN), and uric acid, and the renal function panel, to detect albumin, calcium, chloride, creatinine, glucose, phosphorus, potassium, sodium, total carbon dioxide, and BUN.

In total, clinical chemistry testing was performed for 68 patients in triage. Follow-up samples from Ebola virus–positive patients were rarely submitted. Of 68 patients in whom clinical chemistry analysis was performed, 9 were positive for Ebola virus but their Plasmodium spp. status was not determined, 18 were negative for Ebola virus but positive for Plasmodium spp., 3 patients were positive for Ebola virus but their Plasmodium spp. status was not determined, and 38 were negative for both Ebola virus and Plasmodium spp. The Ebola viral load and Plasmodium spp. parasite load, as determined by cycle threshold (Ct) value, are shown in Figure 1A.

The main distinguishing feature in the clinical chemistry of Ebola virus–infected patients was an elevation in the liver enzymes alanine aminotransferase, aspartate aminotransferase, ALP, and γ-glutamyltransferase, which was not observed in
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the *Plasmodium* spp.–positive patients or in those in whom both diagnostic tests were negative (Figure 1B). The only other analyte with statistically significant values outside the normal range was Ca$^{2+}$, with values below the normal range (Figure 1B). When the calcium concentration was corrected for changes in albumin concentration, the Ca$^{2+}$ concentration in Ebola virus–infected patients remained significantly lower than that in patients with *Plasmodium* spp. parasitemia or those not infected with either Ebola virus or *Plasmodium* spp. (data not shown; 1-way analysis of variance, $P < .05$). However, the lowest corrected Ca$^{2+}$ concentration measured in an Ebola virus–positive patients was 7.7 mg/dL (data not shown; normal range, 8.5–10.5 mg/dL), and thus the clinical relevance of this low Ca$^{2+}$ concentration is unclear. The *Plasmodium* spp.–positive patients could not be distinguished from those negative for both Ebola virus and *Plasmodium* spp., because analytes were within the normal range for most of these patients (Figure 1B and data not shown). However, CRP levels were elevated in the majority of patients (Figure 1B), independent of the outcome of the diagnostic Ebola virus and *Plasmodium* spp. tests, indicating that most patients negative for Ebola virus and *Plasmodium* spp. were experiencing an inflammatory response that was probably indicative of an ongoing or recent infection. Although other analytes were outside the normal range in some Ebola virus–infected patients, similar abnormalities were detected in those negative for Ebola virus and those positive for *Plasmodium* spp. (Figure 2).
Although very few follow-up samples were submitted from Ebola virus–infected patients, 1 patient was followed up throughout the disease course. This patient was a 13-year-old boy, who was admitted into triage 4 days after the onset of symptoms. At this time, the viral quantitative reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction Ct value in his whole-blood sample was 25.68, and his ALP level was elevated, but all other analytes had values within the normal range (Figure 3). Five days later, his viral load had increased to a Ct value of 17.46; this increased viral load corresponded to increases in liver enzymes, BUN, and CRP on day 8 after admission. The patient was discharged after 2 negative Ebola diagnostic tests 27 days after symptom onset; by this time, his liver enzyme levels had decreased but were not yet within the normal range (Figure 3).

It has been suggested that parenteral supportive therapy is key to surviving Ebola virus infection by countering dehydration and electrolyte imbalance due to excessive vomiting and diarrhea [4–6]. Although electrolyte levels were not consistently outside the normal range in the patients in our cohort, the
Common potassium level was above or below the normal range in several Ebola virus–infected patients. The tested samples were obtained on admission, and thus it may have been too early in the disease course to observe additional abnormalities. The implementation of clinical chemistry on site can certainly allow monitoring of such biochemistry derangements, in particular electrolyte imbalances, and therefore has its greatest benefit in allowing a much-needed tailored treatment approach to individual patients who otherwise would have to be receive standard treatment provided to all patients, which could even result in negative effects.

Although the clinical chemistry analyzer was easy to use, the implementation of clinical chemistry in a field diagnostic laboratory during an Ebola outbreak was not without challenges. First, an additional flexible film isolator needed to be installed, to safely test potentially Ebola virus positive samples and to prevent contamination of diagnostic samples. Second, although analysis of samples does not require extensive handling or processing, it took about 15 minutes to analyze a single sample. Combined with the fact that blood samples have to be analyzed within 1 hour of collection, a limited number of samples can be tested. Thus, during the height of the outbreak, implementation of clinical chemistry would only have been possible if additional staff and equipment were added to the laboratory. Alternatively, it may be possible to implement these tests at the point of care, rather than in the diagnostic laboratory. Third, the analyzers were very sensitive to temperatures >25°C and high humidity; one of them malfunctioned within 3 months of first use.

The clinical chemistry data from Ebola virus–infected patients in our cohort were consistent with previously published data from the current outbreak as well as from another Ebola-virus outbreak (species Sudan ebolavirus) in Uganda in 2000–2001 [7–9]. The main findings in those patients also included the elevation in liver enzyme levels [7–9] and Ca^{2+} levels below the normal range in fatal cases [7]. Despite the constraints of temperature, humidity, and limited space in the...
field diagnostic laboratory, biochemistry testing could be provided rapidly to help the clinical staff understand the clinical condition of their patients.
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